Background Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) have been found to play important regulatory roles in cancer development and progression. However, functional lncRNAs and their downstream mechanisms remain largely unknown of oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) metastases. We aimed to identify lncRNAs that regulate OSSC metastases and investigate their downstream mechanisms.

Methods Small interfering RNA library was built of the top 50 overexpressed lncRNAs in OSCC according to TCGA database. Transwell migration assay was performed to identify the lncRNA that markedly affected cell migration. TEMPO-AS1 expression was validated by qPCR in patient tissues and OSCC cell lines. Gain and loss of function of TEMPO-AS1 were performed in transwell migration and invasion assays in vitro. Lung and lymph node metastases models were built with short hairpin RNA knockdown in vivo. RNA pull-down and RNAase protection assay (RPA) followed by qPCR analysis identified the RNA-RNA interaction. Downstream mechanisms were examined by regular molecular biological methods.

Results We identified TEMPO-AS1 as a key regulator of OSSC metastases. TEMPO-AS1 expression was upregulated in OSCC tumor tissues compared to adjacent normal tissues and positively correlated with the mRNA expression of TEMPO (LAP2), its sense coding gene. Knockdown of TEMPO-AS1 significantly inhibited OSCC cells migration and invasion in vitro and attenuated metastases in two different animal models in vivo. Overexpression of TEMPO-AS1 showed contrary effects. RNA pull-down identified the interaction between TEMPO-AS1 mRNA and LAP2a mRNA. RPA assay further confirmed TEMPO-AS1’s protective effect on LAP2a expression. Western blotting found that knockdown of TEMPO-AS1 decreased the expression of LAP2a without affecting LAP2b. Ectopic expression of LAP2a after TEMPO-AS1 knockdown rescued the adverse effect on cell migration and invasion. By regulating the expression of its sense coding gene LAP2, TEMPO-AS1 maintained the levels of LAP2a, which in turn activated Hedgehog signaling transcription factor GLI1 and its downstream target SNAIL, therefore promoting OSSC progression.

Conclusions TEMPO-AS1 acts as an essential regulator in OSSC metastases by interacting with LAP2a mRNA and maintaining its levels, which activates the LAP2a-GLI1-SNAIL axis and facilitates OSSC metastases.
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Background Colorectal cancer (CRC) is among major cancer worldwide, and it has become evident that the identification of driver mutations is fundamental to understanding carcinogenesis. Although genes frequently mutated in CRC have been identified, those pursuits for driver mutations have mainly focused on the coding genome. The noncoding somatic mutation landscape remains unexplored. Hence, this study aims to characterize the landscape of noncoding somatic mutations in CRC.

Methods Genomic DNA was extracted from 36 cancerous colonic tissues and subjected to whole genome sequencing (WGS). Blood DNA served as the germline control. The sequencing data were aligned to hg19 using Burrow-Wheeler Aligner (BWA), somatic variants were called using muTect2 and the noncoding mutations were prioritized using funseq2. Pathway enrichment analysis was performed using DAVID, and gene expression data were retrieved from Firebrowse.

Results We identified 72,890 recurrent noncoding alterations, which were altered in at least 2 patients. Focusing on the distal regulatory modules (DRMs), the majority (82.2%) of the alterations were identified in transcription factor binding peaks (TFP), followed by Segway/ChromHMM-predicted enhancers (8.39%) and DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHS) (3.68%). In addition, 0.56% alterations were discovered in the long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs) and 0.02% in transcription factor binding motifs in peak regions (TFM). MAFK chr:5:50489–63382 and WRNN1 chr:6:2922554–300803 are the most frequently altered TFPs (9/36), while drm chr:17:21514800–21518300 is the most frequently altered enhancers (8/36). There was a modest upregulation of MAFK (log2 RSEM = 0.997) and WRNN1 (log2 RSEM = 1.45) gene expression in cancer compared to the normal based on 626 CRCs from COADREAD TCGA dataset. LincRNA (ENSGCG00000328613 [BX004987.5]) alteration was identified in 8/36 of patients. We also show the commonality of pathways targeted by coding and noncoding mutations, demonstrated by TP53, APC, and KRAS, which regulates Wnt and MAPK signaling, the crucial pathways in colorectal carcinogenesis.

Conclusions This study provides an enhanced understanding of colorectal carcinogenesis and describes the advantages of